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We built our �rst �tness product in 1983, with the simple goal of giving our customers 
the highest quality equipment to help them achieve their �tness goals. It is that same simple 
purpose which continues today in designing and developing every piece of equipment 
that bears the Spirit Fitness name. We make sure that each new equipment design meets 
the same demanding standards that have crafted the Spirit Fitness brand. 

Over the last thirty years, our focus has always been - and will continue to be - delivering a 
quality experience with our equipment. We understand that our products are an investment 
and we design them to keep pace with your own long term �tness goals. All of our 
products are produced in our ISO-certi�ed factories for consistent quality. 

Spirit aims to improve the quality of life for everyone. We aspire to boost your lifestyle 
to the next level by “Moving Your Spirit”. We place customer experience and product 
innovation at the center of our brand, helping you accomplish your �tness goals through 
unprecedented product details and features tailored speci�cally for you.
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Introducing the SPIRIT 900 Series - our �agship 
�tness line featuring the very best in design, 
engineering and quality. It offers excellent 
performance and reliability in any commercial 
environment.The 900 series is packed with 
the very latest industry-led features and is 
available with our Ultra-Bright LED console or 
new TFT Touch Screens.

SPIRIT 900 SERIES
Setting new standards
in COMMERCIAL FITNESS

#MOVE YOUR SPIRIT
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TREADMILL

Robust construction and commercial-grade components 
make the CT900 the gold standard for treadmills. 
Speci�cations for the shocks, rollers, belt and deck 
were meticulously chosen to give users a smooth 
workout experience. Powder-coated steel and powerful 
motors allow owners to rest assured they have products 
that will stand the test of time.

The CT900ENT Treadmill combines the 
workhorse quality and construction of the 
CT900, with the beauty and innovation of an 
entertainment display for TV, web browsing 
and music streaming. Featuring a 15.6” 
touchscreen display, this console features 
intuitive function and design to make it quick 
and easy to get on and go. Robust construction 
and premium-grade components give users a 
smooth workout experience, whilst giving owners 
the peace-of-mind to know their equipment will 
live up to the rigors of consistent use.

CT900 CT900ENT

FEATURES
．Industrial, 5.0 horsepower AC drive system provides power and longevity.

．Roomy 22” x 62” workout surface maximises movement in its footprint.

．Double-sided phenolic deck, 3.0” rollers and multi-ply Habasit® belt provide smooth motion.

．Polyurethane shock absorbers ensure just the right amount of cushioning.

Entertainment console with TV connectivity, 
web browsing and streaming audio
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CONSOLE

CT900

Integrated adjustable fan

Lap counter

Large LED matrix window
LED heart rate graph

Premium, ultra-bright blue LED display

Hand grips for HR

Tablet reading rack holder

Accessory trays

The CT900ENT features a modern 15.6“ touch screen display and electronics package 
which allows your clients to watch TV, browse the web, and stream their favourite music. 
Programmes include a wide variety of popular workouts for the average user while �tness 
tests, heart rate programmes and custom programmes are available for more serious users. 
The �tness test programmes include: the Gerkin and WFI Protocol Fitness Tests, 
and 6 readiness Test Programmes (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, PEB). 
User comfort was considered with the addition of the large adjustable grill cooling fan, 
�ve convenient accessory trays and ergonomically positioned Heart Rate Grips.

Our 900 series console was designed to be easy to use with intuitive programme operation. 
The automobile industry „Ultra-Bright“ blue LED displays with backlighting elements make 
the console easy to read. The programme key along with numeric key-pad make for 
entering data easy, so your client can quickly start their workout. The console also features 
a cooling fan, lap display and heart rate sensors. Programmes include the highly effective 
HIIT, (High Intensity Interval Training), programme plus 18 other options such as, Fatburn, 
Cardio, all of the military tests and other �tness test protocols.

CT900ENT

Integrated adjustable fan

Hand grips for pulse tracking

Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Accessory trays

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

The 15.6“ touchscreen console is 
fully con�gurable with in-depth 
console settings: easily set up 
internet connections, modify 
available websites, customise TV 
settings, perform diagnostics and 
maintenance, change default 
language, update software version, 
and more.

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

INTERNET SETTINGS TELEVISION DISPLAY
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ELLIPTICAL TRAINER

Created to workout with comfort and ease, the CE900ENT features 
the Spirit signature entertainment console for media at your 
�ngertips. Users can watch TV, browse the internet or stream audio 
whilst working on their �tness with this 10.1” touchscreen display. 
This elliptical features a smooth pedal motion to minimise joint stress.

CE900ENT

Workout comfort and performance were �rst in mind when the 
CE900 Elliptical was developed. From stride length and hand 
grips to pedal placement and �ywheel inertia, this elliptical 
combines �t and function in one robust machine. Owners will 
feel secure that they’ve made a solid investment for their users’ 
experience and their bottom line.

CE900

FEATURES
．Long-lasting design with heavy gauge tubular steel and large polyurethane wheels.

．21” stride length simulates the natural pedal movement with 2-degree pedal inversion.

．Electromagnetic resistance system provides 40 levels of increasing intensity.

．Industrial-grade, 72mm roller bearings for �uid movement.

Entertainment console with TV connectivity, 
web browsing and streaming audio

Built-in generator
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RECUMBENT BIKE

FEATURES
．Step-through design allows users to easily enter the moulded foam seat.

．Seat adjusts to accommodate users of varying heights.

．Electromagnetic resistance system provides power and 40 levels of increasing intensity.

．Ratcheting pedals feature 2-degree inversion for comfortable foot placement.

Built to last, the CR900 Recumbent Bike takes workout ease 
and comfort to a new level. Step-through design makes it 
easy for all users to enter and exit the bike. Moulded foam 
seat that adjusts along the seat rail and quick ratcheting 
pedals make it easy to get on and go. Commercial crank 
assembly and extra-large roller bearings provide �uid 
pedal motion.

CR900
The CR900ENT Recumbent Bike features the innovative entertainment console so 
your users can watch, browse, and listen to any media they choose. Beyond the 
comfortable moulded seat and easy access, this bike is built to perform with 
durable components. Commercial crank assembly and extra-large roller bearings 
provide smooth pedal motion that can handle even the most rigorous workout.

CR900ENT

Entertainment console with TV 
connectivity, web browsing and 
streaming audio

Built-in Generator
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The CU900 Upright Bike boasts features 
that provide users with precise �t and 
function and a beautiful console to track 
performance. The seat height securely 
locks and adjusts to suit the user while 
the moulded handlebars provide 
ultimate comfort. Pedal motion is smooth 
and consistent with industrial roller 
bearings and 1” crank axel that can 
power through any climb.

CU900
Users get the best of both motivation and 
entertainment with the CU900ENT Upright Bike. 
The 10.1” touchscreen display allows users to 
watch TV, surf the internet and stream music 
while they workout. Three workout display 
modes give users plenty of feedback on their 
performance and progress. Commercial-grade 
pedals, cranks and bearings provide 
outstanding function and durability.

CU900ENT

UPRIGHT BIKE

FEATURES
．Oversized 1” crank axle along with heavy duty roller bearings provide long life and reliability.

．Extra wide, 8 groove poly-v belt, spring loaded idler for reduced belt tension for longer belt and bearing life.

．Quick adjust seat easily slides to accommodates users of various heights.

．Easy in and out ratcheting pedals with 2-degree pedal inversion for a comfortable workout.

．Generator system allows the unit to be placed in any location.

Built-in Generator

Entertainment console with TV connectivity, 
web browsing and streaming audio

．Seat adjusts securely to accommodate users of varying heights.

．Moulded handlebars for comfortable �t.

．Electromagnetic resistance system provides power and 40 levels of increasing intensity.

CONSOLE

The 900 features a modern 10.1“ touch screen display that allows your clients to watch 
TV, browse the web, and stream their favourite music. There are 9 programmes from Hill 
to Interval to a Custom programme that allows your clients to create their own workout. 
These 9 options with 40 different levels are sure to keep your clients motivated to achieve 
their goals. Ergonomically friendly pulse grip and multi-position handles are within reach 
for more variety of natural hand positions while a large adjustable grill fan keeps your 
clients cool to encourage them to workout longer.

Our 900 series console was designed to be easy to use with intuitive programme operation. 
The automobile industry‘s „Ultra-Bright“ blue LED display with backlighting elements make 
the console easy to read. The programme keys along with numeric keypad make entering 
data easy, so your clients can quickly start their workout routine. 

It features the most effective workout, HIIT (High Intense Interval Training) programme 
along with 9 other options from fatburn to Watts. In addition, the console also features a 
cooling fan, lap display and heart rate sensors. The integrated reading rack also works 
great with tablets.

CE900ENT
CR900ENT 
CU900ENT

CE900 
CR900 
CU900

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

The 15.6“ touchscreen console is 
fully con�gurable with in-depth 
console settings: easily set up 
internet connections, modify 
available websites, customise TV 
settings, perform diagnostics and 
maintenance, change default 
language, update software version, 
and more.

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

Easily access preselected websites 
and online apps such as YouTube, 
Facebook, and Twitter through the 
internet on the touchscreen.

INTERNET SETTINGS TELEVISION DISPLAY

Integrated adjustable fan

Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Accessory trays

10.1” touchscreen display

Integrated adjustable fan

Premium,ultra-bright blue LED display

Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Large LED matrix window

LED heart rate graph
Easy to read lap counter
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AIR BIKE

FEATURES
．Rider-powered, Bluetooth®-enabled console with programme quick keys and full display.

．Isokinetic resistance delivers simultaneous upper and lower-body resistance allowing the user to emphasise pushing and pulling or experience a total-body workout.

．Highly durable to accommodate even the most challenging high intensity interval workouts.

．Standard, integrated windscreen to prevent blowback for user comfort.

AB900
The AB900 is a classic design of a classic modality. 
With its air-driven, isokinetic resistance system, this air bike is a 
powerful tool for all types of training situations - from low RPM, 
low load rehabilitation to high performance, high Watt output 
interval training. Resistance matches the user’s effort and 
accommodates upper-body only and total body exercise. 
The compact design and eco-friendly rider-powered console 
allows the AB900 to be placed anywhere in a facility for easy 
programming integration.

Isokinetic Resistance

Quick mode buttons Quick mode buttons

Heart rate display panel

Bluetooth® button

Control keypad

Interval display panel

Time, distance, calories,
watts, speed, RPM 
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CRW900

ROWER

Flawlessly reproducing the natural catch and consistent resistance of 
on-water rowing, the CRW900 packs a punch. With 15% greater 
resistance than standard horizontal models, this is the perfect rower 
for solid progression no matter the �tness ability.
 
Offering smart device connectivity, the CRW900 features FDF’s 
Bluetooth auto-adjust technology, automatically correlating the 
chosen tank resistance with the console display for more a more 
accurate and ef�cient workout.
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FEATURES
．Plus XL patent twin tank design.

．Large and easy-read out screen.

．Ergonomic handle design.

．Textured �nish to prevent slipping.

．First-grade America Ash.

．Smooth silent seat action.

．Secure heel captures.

．Transport wheels.

Quick mode buttons
Quick mode buttons

Heart rate display panel

Control keypad

Interval display panel

Time, distance, calories,
watts, speed, RPM 



CB900

INDOOR CYCLE

．The 64 kilogram frame consisting of 2.5 mm thick oval tubing and round bars enhance  
   stability and longevity.  

．To prevent sweat corrosion, double powder paint is coated. 

．The concave groove on the �ywheel disperses sweat, extending the life of the �ywheel. 

FEATURES

Integrating critical components
for gym level performance.

The needle bearings that encompass
the pedals and �ywheels axle, 
the industrial grade Hutchinson 
PK poly-V® belt, and our three 
piece crank work synergistically to 
create the perfect formula for durability 
and performance.

VELO® RACING SADDLE

LCD Disaplay

Control Keys

The Velo® Racing Saddle grants professional comfort. For over 

30 years, the brand incorporates shock absorption, �exibility, 

lightness, cooling effects, and ergonomics into the construction of 

saddles. The CB900’s saddle provides the same quality. 
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For over 30 years, SPIRIT has been committed 
to designing and manufacturing the very best 
�tness equipment available. The 800 Series 
continues this tradition and only the highest 
quality materials are used in our products ensuring 
exceptional durability and reliability in the 
toughest environments.

SPIRIT 800 SERIES
Building on our heritage and innovation

#MOVE YOUR SPIRIT
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The CT800 is stout and extremely durable, 
weighing in at over 350 lbs. The combination 
of the heavy-duty steel frame and aluminium 
console masts and side rails make it 
comparable to treadmills at much higher 
price points in the commercial market. 
The large workout area makes this 
model very appealing to walkers 
and runners.

CT800
Designed to withstand the rigors of a commercial 
�tness environment, the CT850 features a 
heavy-duty steel frame, a durable powder coat 
�nish and large steel console masts for ultimate 
stability and durability. The cool running, 
brushless 3.0 horse power AC drive motor 
adds to the reliability of the treadmill while 
providing the torque and smooth continuous 
power required by the unique needs of its users.

CT850
TREADMILL

FEATURES
．Bright, tri-colour LED console with programming very similar to our other C series consoles.

．Quick speed and incline keys to save time and make workouts more ef�cient.

．Contact and wireless heart rate options to help keep clients in their safe and effective training zone.

．Dual-drive motor cooling fans to protect and extend the life of the motor and control board.

．Maintenance free, hard wax deck system provides hassle free use for thousands of miles.

．Spacious 22”x 60” workout area to accommodate tall individuals.

．Multi-ply Habasit® commercial belt for superior belt life.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

FEATURES
．Spacious 22" x 60" workout area to accommodate tall individuals.

．Bright, tri-colour LED display is easy to use and consistent with other Spirit Fitness C-Series products.

．Ten-digit key pad for easy programme set-up and quick speed and incline adjustments during use.

．Contact and telemetric heart rate options to help keep clients in their effective training zone.

．Multi-ply Habasit® commercial belt for superior belt life. 

．Maintenance free, hard wax deck system provides hassle free use for thousands of miles. 

．Large aluminium side rails for stable support, easy cleaning and an elegant design.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

Contact heart rate grips

Quick speed and incline buttons

Reading rack holder

Convenient storage compartment

Large, blue LED matrix window

Heart rate percentage pro�le

Fan to keep you cool

Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Fan to keep you cool
Large, red LED matrix

Ergonomically correct contact heart rate grips

Convenient storage compartment

Heart rate percentage pro�le
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The CE800 was speci�cally engineered for 
the commercial environment, from its 
heavy-duty steel frame to its durable powder 
coat paint �nish. Its design focuses on 
convenience, comfort, reliability, and 
aesthetic appeal. Facility owners will have the 
peace-of-mind knowing they have a dependable 
machine while users experience a �uid 
total-body workout.

CE800
The CE850 adjustable stride Elliptical Trainer 
combines our robust and compact front-drive 
elliptical design with the ability to customise your 
ideal stride motion from 18 to 24 inches. 
Our narrow 2” pedal spacing (Q-Factor), 
large cushioned pedals, and ability to simulate a 
walk/jog/run through electronically adjustable 
stride adjustment combine to give you the ultimate 
cardio workout for your users.

CE850
ELLIPTICAL TRAINER

FEATURES
．Smooth, quiet 20” stride, which is the optimal distance for the average user.

．Dual rollers on each pedal arm for a sturdier base.

．Generator powered console means there is no need for electricity.

．2 degrees of inversion at each foot pedal places the user in an anatomically correct position.

．40 levels of resistance to satisfy the needs of beginners or advanced exercisers.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

FEATURES
．Electronically adjustable stride length from 18 to 24 inches in ½ inch increments. 

．Multi-position hand grips with remote resistance and stride controls.

．Dual track with shielded concave roller wheel system for superior stability and durability.

．2 degrees of inversion at each foot pedal places the user in an anatomically correct position.

．20 levels of resistance to satisfy the needs of beginners or advanced exercisers.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

Fan to keep you cool

Large LED matrix window

20-character message center
Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Ten effective programmes

Convenient storage compartment

Ten effective programmes

Fan to keep you cool

Large LED matrix window

20-character message center
Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Convenient storage compartment
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The CR800 Recumbent Bike is the perfect 
bike for the commercial environment. 
The step-through design makes it easy for your 
clients to get on the bike, and the easy-adjust 
seat allows them to �nd the most comfortable 
position. The console offers multiple 
programmes, most with 40 levels of resistance 
and enough feedback information to make 
sure your clients never grow bored of the 
CR800. The extra-smooth ride comes from 
the perfect gearing and the integrated 
generator/�ywheel system.

CR800

RECUMBENT BIKE

FEATURES
．Contact and telemetric heart rate capabilities to make the workout more effective.

．Generator powered console means there is no need for electricity.

．Oversized foot pedals with fast latching system.

．High density foam seat for extra comfort during a long ride.

．40 levels of resistance to satisfy the needs of beginners or advanced exercisers.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

Fan to keep you cool

Large LED matrix window

20-character message center

Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Ten effective programmes

Convenient storage compartment
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The CU800 was speci�cally engineered 
for the commercial environment, from its 
heavy-duty steel frame to its durable powder 
coat paint �nish. The design focuses on 
convenience, comfort, and durability. 
The console offers multiple programmes, 
most with 40 levels of resistance and 
enough feedback information to make sure 
your clients never grow bored of the 
CU800. The extra-smooth ride comes from 
the perfect gearing and the integrated 
generator/�ywheel system.

CU800

UPRIGHT BIKE

FEATURES
．Contact and telemetric heart rate capabilities to make the workout more effective.

．Generator powered console means there is no need for electricity.

．Oversized foot pedals with fast latching system.

．Dual spring seat with fore/aft adjustment for extra comfort and a custom �t.

．40 levels of resistance to satisfy the needs of beginners or advanced exercisers.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

Fan to keep you cool

Large LED matrix window

20-character message center
Tablet friendly reading rack holder

Ten effective programmes

Convenient storage compartment
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ROWER

The CRW800 Rower combines a long list of high performance features with a reliable 
design. From the convenience of the 20” frame height and folding storage design to the 
combined air/magnetic resistance and remote handle controls, the CRW800 is sure to 
impress. It is the perfect addition to a corporate �tness/recreation center, school or hotel 
because the ease of use and resulting unparalleled full-body workout are second to none.

CRW800

Easy-touch control buttons 

Large blue backlit LCD window

Built-in HR receiver

Ten effective programmes

Quick keys for resistance changes 

Low battery indicator

REMOTE HANDLE CONTROLS

FEATURES
．Air and magnetic resistance (16 levels) for smooth and consistent operation.

．Wireless remote handle controls allow quick changes to resistance.

．Solid steel frame with aluminium monorail.

．Durable stainless steel fan cover.

．Flex pedals with easy-adjust numbered settings.

．Adjustable console angle and height for the perfect viewing angle.



The CS800 Stepper combines the 
familiar dependent stepping action with 
an arched step-rail design and impressive 
16” maximum step height for an 
effective lower body workout. 
The narrow 2” pedal spacing (Q-Factor), 
large cushioned pedals, and solid 
handrail design combine to give you an 
incredibly comfortable and space-ef�cient 
cardio unit.

CS800

STEPPER

FEATURES
．16-inch maximum step height with 20 levels of resistance satisfy the needs of beginners or
   advanced exercisers.

．2 degrees of inversion at each foot pedal places the user in an anatomically correct position.

．Arched step-rail design allows for a more natural stepping motion.

．Padded handlebars surround the user for a secure and stable workout.

．Shielded concave roller wheel system for superior stability and durability. 

．Ease of use allows users of any �tness level to get an effective workout.

．C-safe power and communication capabilities for A/V control.

FEATURES
．Linked upper and lower body linear pattern.

．Self-adjusting linear step range from 1 to 12.5 inches.

．Step-through frame design for users with limited mobility.

．High-density foam seat pads with recline and fore/aft adjustment.

．Cushioned and adjustable multi-grip handles for comfort and variety.

．Contact and telemetric heart rate capabilities to make the workout more effective.

．Oversized cushioned foot pedals for a comfortable feel.

．Two cup holders located conveniently on each side of the seat frame.

The CRS800 Recumbent Stepper is 
the perfect solution for those clients 
wanting a low-impact, full-body 
workout, while performing a 
functional movement with minimal 
stress on lower body joints. 
The seated stepping motion utilises 
a linked, linear motion enabling 
users to self-adjust the stroke length 
to accommodate their range-of
-motion capabilities. The smooth 
stepping action is complemented 
with oversized cushioned foot 
pedals, linked natural upper body 
motion with large cushioned 
multi-grip handles, and a 
step-through frame design for 
users with limited mobility.

Fan to keep you cool

Large LED matrix window

20-character message center
Tablet friendly reading rack

Ten effective programmes

Convenient storage compartment

CRS800

Integrated speakers for MP3 player

Reading rack holder
Swivel fan

Easy-touch control buttons

Large 7.5” LCD window 

Ten effective programmes

Convenient storage compartment
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SPECIFICATION
900 Series / 800 Series

#MOVE YOUR SPIRIT
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84" x 35" x 60" / 2140 x 903 x 1530 mm

0,8-20 kmh / 0-15%

Contact and telemetric compatible 

230v (NEMA 5-20P electrical cord); 10A circuit
recommended

3.0" / 75 mm

Epoxy hybrid, double powder-coated steel

500 lbs / 227 kgs

450 lbs / 150 kgs

5.0 HP AC drive with grade H insulation

SPEED/INCLINE

HEART RATE

DECK

DIMENSIONS

BELT

ROLLERS

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

POWER

DRIVE MOTOR

FRAME

SPECIFICATION 900 SERIES

Premium, ultra-bright blue LED display and fan

Manual, hill, 5K run, heart rate, HIIT, fat burn, cardio, 

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

15.6” Touchscreen display with multiple viewing modes 
and fan

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, 5K,10K, interval

Army, Coast Guard, Marines, Navy, PEB, Gerkin, WFI)

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

CT900ENT

CT900ENT

CT900

CT900

1" Phenolic, double-sided, wax coated

56 x 158 cm, Habasit ® commercial, multi-ply
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CE900ENT

CE900
CE900ENT

CE900

Premium, ultra-bright blue LED display and fan

Manual, hill, fat burn, heart rate, HIIT, cardio, interval, 
watts and strength

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

77" x 32" x 66" / 1953 x 820 x 1685 mm

40 levels

Contact and telemetric compatible 

21" / Oversized with 2-degree inversion

CE900: self-generating CE900ENT: 110V/240V

Extra wide 12 groove poly-v belt with roller bearing 
and pulley tensioner
Epoxy hybrid, double powder-coated steel with 
tubular design

396 lbs / 180 kgs

450 lbs / 205 kgs

CE900: Generator Brake CE900ENT: EMS Brake

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

DIMENSIONS

POWER

DRIVE TRAIN

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

STRIDE / PEDALS

BRAKE

FRAME

10.1“ touchscreen display with multiple viewing modes 
and fan

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, constant power, 

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES
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SPECIFICATION 900 SERIES

66" x 29" x 49" / 1688 x 744 x 1241mm

40 levels

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Extra wide, 8 groove poly-v belt with spring loaded 
idler

CR900: Self-generating CR900ENT: 110V/240V

Ratcheting pedals with 2-degree inversion

Epoxy hybrid, double coated heavy gauge high 
strength steel

198 lbs / 90 kgs

450 lbs / 205 kgs

CR900: Generator Brake CR900ENT: EMS Brake

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

POWER

DIMENSIONS

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PEDALS

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

BRAKE

FRAME

Premium, ultra-bright blue LED display and fan

Manual, hill, fat burn, heart rate, HIIT, cardio, interval, 

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

10.1“ touchscreen display, TV tuner with coaxial or 

headphone jack, USB service port

HR, constant power, custom

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

CR900ENT

CR900
CR900ENT

CR900

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test,
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48" x 25" x 55" / 1212 x 636 x 1394 mm

40 levels

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Extra wide, 8 groove poly-v belt with spring loaded idler 

CU900: Self-generating CU900ENT: 110V/240V

Ratcheting pedals with 2-degree inversion

Epoxy hybrid, double coated heavy gauge high 
strength steel

142 lbs / 65 kgs

450 lbs / 205 kgs

CU900: Generator Brake CU900ENT: EMS Brake

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

POWER

DIMENSIONS

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PEDALS

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

BRAKE

FRAME

10.1“ touchscreen display, TV tuner with coaxial or 

headphone jack, USB service port

HR, constant power, customPROGRAMMES

CONSOLE

Premium, ultra-bright blue LED display and fan

Manual, hill, fat burn, heart rate, HIIT, cardio, interval, 

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

CU900

CU900ENT

CU900ENT

CU900

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test, 
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SPECIFICATION 900 SERIES

AB900

interval, target time, distance/calories, watts/speed/RPM, 
and heart rate

quick start, target time, target distance, target calories, 
target heart rate, interval 20-10, interval 10-20,
interval custom

PROGRAMMES

DISPLAY    

Isokinetic, Air resistance

DRIVE SYSTEM 

 

1/8” chain

 

PEDALS/FOOTREST      

 

Flat, platform-style pedals with anti-skid surface/
knurled footrests for upper-body only workout

     

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

  

Welded steel construction with bolt-on
�oor stabilisers

 
  

RESISTANCE 

DIMENSIONS 1220 x 658 x 1281 mm / 48 x 26 x 50 in

MAX. USER WEIGHT 159 kgs / 350 lbs.

Up/down – locking pop-pin, fore/aft – lever lock

Self-contained power supply, no external power 
needed (console requires 4 AA batteries)

SEAT ADJUSTMENT      

ELECTRICAL
REQUIREMENTS  

Rubber to protect �ooringLEVELER FEET

54 kgs / 119 lbs.

CE(EN957), FCC

PRODUCT WEIGHT

CERTIFICATE 
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SPECIFICATION 900 SERIES

CRW900

LCD display

POWER REQUIREMENT Battery

TELEMETRIC HR RECEIVER Yes

CONSOLE DISPLAY

Time, time/500m, heart rate,
watts, distance (m), calories, levelDISPLAY OUTPUT

    

Adjustable footboard with straps

RESISTANCE
TECHNOLOGY

 

Fluid / water resistance

 

DRIVE TRAIN

 

Poly belt

HANDLEBAR Comfort (plastic) grips

PEDALS

WEIGHT CAPACITY 330 lbs / 150 kgs

10

No

RESISTANCE LEVEL

CONTACT HR

YesFOLDING
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CB900

    

    Optional single LCD, one-window console

PROGRAMMES

 

    N / A

 

RESISTANCE

 

    Rotary knob; micro-adjustments

     

POWER

  

    N / A

 

  

     

     

CONSOLE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM     N / A

PRODUCT WEIGHT 64 kgs / 141 lbs.

FRAME 
    Heavy-gauge high-strength steel, 
    zinc undercoating w/durable powder-coat paint

    Telemetric (chest strap sold separately)

Industrial grade Hutchinson PK poly-v belt

HEART RATE

DRIVE TRAIN

    20 kgs /  44 lbs.DRIVE TRAIN

    SPD & toe cage

1145 X 596 X 1095 mm / 46" x 54" x 44"

      160 kgs / 352 lbs.

PEDALS

DIMENSIONS

MAX USER WEIGHT
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CR800

165 lbs / 75 kgs

Large blue LED matrix, 20-character LED message center, 
LED heart rate bar, tablet friendly readng rack, turbo 
cooling fan

40 levels

HR, constant power, custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Poly-v belt with self-tensioner

13.6 kgs / 30 lbs

Oversized with fast latching system

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

57" x 30" x 47" / 1440 x 740 x 1200 mm

330 lbs / 150 kgs

Self-generating

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

POWER

DIMENSIONS

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test, 
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84" x 35" x 58" / 2125 x 885 x 1470 mm

Large red LED matrix with seperate LED info window, 
quick speed/ incline keys, heart rate bar, 
integrated tablet friendly reading rack

0.8 - 20 kmh / 0-15%

Manual, interval, 5k, 10k, strength, hill, fat burn, cardio, 
Gerkin Protocol Fit Test, 4 military readiness tests, 2 HR, 
2 custom
Contact and telemetric compatible 

230v (NEMA 5-20P electrical cord); 10A circuit 
recommended

1" Phenolic, double-sided, wax coated

56 x 152 cm, Habasit ® commercial, multi-ply

3.0" / 75 mm

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable powder-
coat paint, aluminium side rails

392 lbs / 178 kgs

330 lbs / 150 kgs

3.0 HP AC drive with grade H insulation

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

SPEED/INCLINE

HEART RATE

DECK

DIMENSIONS

BELT

ROLLERS

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

POWER

DRIVE MOTOR

FRAME

CT850CU800

115 lbs / 52.3 kgs

Large blue LED matrix, 20-character LED message center, 
LED heart rate bar, tablet friendly reading rack, turbo 
cooling fan

40 levels

HR, constant power, custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Poly-v belt with self-tensioner

13.6 kgs / 30 lbs

Oversized with fast latching system

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

43" x 22" x 54" / 1080 x 550 x 1360 mm

330 lbs / 150 kgs

Self-generating

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

POWER

DIMENSIONS

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test

SPECIFICATION 800 SERIES

84" x 35" x 57" / 2125 × 885 × 1440 mm

Large blue LED matrix with 4 seperate LED info window, 
20-character LED message center, LED heart rate bar, 
C-safe compatible, tablet friendly reading rack

0.8 - 20 kmh / 0-15%

Manual, interval, 5k, hill, fat burn, cardio, Gerkin 
Protocol Fit Test, 4 military readiness tests, 2 HR, custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

230v (NEMA 5-20P electrical cord); 10A circuit 
recommended

1" Phenolic, double-sided, wax coated

56 x 152 cm, Habasit ® commercial, multi-ply

3.0" / 75 mm

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable powder-
coat paint, aluminium masts and side rails

342 lbs / 155 kgs

330 lbs / 150 kgs

3.0 HP AC drive with grade H insulation

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

SPEED/INCLINE

HEART RATE

DECK

DIMENSIONS

BELT

ROLLERS

PRODUCT WEIGHT

MAX USER WEIGHT

POWER

DRIVE MOTOR

FRAME

CT800
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244 lbs / 110.7 kgs

Large blue LED matrix, 20-character LED message center, 
LED heart rate bar, tablet friendly reading rack, turbo 
cooling fan

40 levels

HR, constant power, custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

20" / 508mm

13.6 kgs / 30 lbs

Oversized with 2-degree inversion

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

78" x 24" x 70" / 1980 x 615 x 1780 mm

330 lbs / 150 kgs

Self-generating

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

STRIDE

POWER

DIMENSIONS

276 lbs / 125 kgs

Large blue LED matrix, 20-character LED message center, 
LED heart rate bar, tablet friendly reading rack, turbo 
cooling fan

20 levels

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, 
2 custom, 2 HR

Contact and telemetric compatible 

18" - 24" in 1/2" increments

13.6 kgs / 30 lbs

Oversized with 2-degree inversion

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

84" x 32" x 69" / 2130 x 815 x 1765 mm

450 lbs / 205 kgs

230v/120v; 15A circuit recommended

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

STRIDE

POWER

DIMENSIONS

CE850 CE800

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test 



107 kgs / 236 lbs

20 levels, watt range from 5 to 750

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, 2 HR, 
2 custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Heavy-duty, poly-v belt

230v/120v; 15A circuit from 5 to 750

Oversized with cushioned foot pedals

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

1741 x 880 x 1212 mm /  68 x 35 x 48"

150 kgs / 330 lbs

High density foam seat pads, adjustable angle, fore/
aft adjustment

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

POWER

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

SEAT

DIMENSIONS

83.3 kgs / 183 lbs

Large blue LED matrix, 20-character LED message center, 
LED heart rate bar, tablet friendly reading rack, turbo 
cooling fan

20 levels

HR, constant power, custom

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Poly-v belt with self-tensioner

10.4 kgs / 33 lbs

Oversized and padded

Heavy-gauge high-strength steel with durable 
powder-coat paint

1400 x 810 x 1600 mm /  55 x 32 x 63"

150 kgs / 330 lbs

230v/120v; 15 A circuit recommended

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

PRODUCT WEIGHT

PEDALS

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

DRIVE TRAIN

POWER

DIMENSIONS

CS800 CRS800

Manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, �t test, 
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CRW800

43.5 kgs / 96 lbs

5.5" blue backlit LCD, adjustable console angle and 
console arm

Air and magnetic (16 levels)

Manual, distance, time, calories, 20/10 interval, 10/20 
interval, custom interval, fat burn, cardio, strength, game

Contact and telemetric compatible 

Wireless remote resistance control with low battery 
indicator, padded ergonomic handle

Contoured and padded

1372 mm / 54"

High-strength steel with durable powder-coat paint, 
aluminium monorail

2388 x 457 x 965 mm / 94 x 18 x 38" 
(1346 x 457 x 1803 mm / 53 x 18 x 71" folded)

150 kgs / 330 lbs

Plug-in; 120v/230v

CONSOLE

PROGRAMMES

RESISTANCE

HEART RATE

SEAT

PRODUCT WEIGHT

RAIL LENGTH

FRAME

MAX USER WEIGHT

REMOTE HANDLE

POWER

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATION 800 SERIES

WHY SPIRIT FITNESS COMMERCIAL?
Because we know how to build strong products. For more than 30 years, Spirit Fitness has established and lived up to its legacy of engineering and manufacturing superior 

The Spirit philosophy of continuous innovation produced many breakthrough features that have now become standard. Programmes like Symmetry on our medical products that 
assist therapists in measuring the step length and pedal stroke, provide practitioners valuable information for the best possible care. From entertainment options to integrated 
fans and solid construction to smooth performance, these details are thoughtfully combined to enhance the users‘ workout experience. Our commitment to provide outstanding 
quality, performance and comfort is sure to exceed your customer’s needs and your facility‘s expectations.  

ABOUT SPIRIT FITNESS

unfamiliar product features masked by technological jargon. However, Spirit Fitness develops innovative designs that are truly relevant to the needs of both gym owners and 
home users. Since its launch in the U.S.A. 30 years ago, Spirit has withstood the test of time. We apply the latest technological advancements, whilst retaining the engineering 
prowess at the core of our products. This gives Spirit Fitness its backbone of excellence.

is now standard on nearly all Spirit Fitness products. Most of our products also feature speakers, because we understand that the number one reason why people stop exercising 

#MOVE YOUR SPIRIT
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